at colliders. OCR Output the isolation parameters and study the effects the isolation cuts have on the cross section unpolarized case. We demonstrate the good accuracy of our method over a wide range of der, taking into account also the next-to-leading order fragmentation contribution in the for polarized and unpolarized isolated prompt photon production in next-to-leading or We present a simple and accurate analytical method for calculating the cross section Abstract D
has some advantages over the Monte Carlo method. Our results for the next-to-leading OCR Output deal with the effects of isolation. We shall see that our analytical approximation method on the theoretical study of ref.
[6] where a Monte Carlo program of [5] has been used to calculation of the isolation effects for the unpolarized 'direct' contribution is partly based analytical formulas, for both the unpolarized and the longitudinally polarized case. Our the next-to-leading order fragmentation contribution. We present our results, which are 'direct' contributions from ab ->·ycd, a, b, c and d referring to partons, as well as for over quite a wide range of the isolation parameters. We develop this method for the photon cross section in next-to-leading order which is very quick and surprisingly accurate In the following we outline an approximate method for calculating the isolated prompt that the theoretical calculation incorporates the isolation criterion as much as possible. fraction of the photon energy. It is necessary in order to compare theory with experiment by requiring that the hadronic energy in a cone around the photon be less than a certain isolate the photon signal from the hadronic background. This is generally accomplished to the case of fixed target experiments, experimentalists must perform cuts in order to
In practice, when measuring the direct photon cross section at colliders, in contrast next-to-leading order has been a handicap.
next-to-leading order calculations, lack of spin-dependent structure functions evolved in [15] . The results of these studies have been mainly positive although in the case of the usefulness of (inclusive) polarized prompt photon production for settling the AG question next-to-leading order (O(cmZ)) studies [12, 13, 14] have been performed, examining the gf [9, 10] . In this context, first leading order (O(ozoz8)) studies [11] and more recently tion g]' [8] and the more recent SMC and El42 Collaboration results on the neutron's surprising result of the EMC measurement of the spin dependent proton structure func measure the polarized gluon distribution AG of the proton has been stimulated by the prompt photon production for longitudinal polarization of the proton beams in order to has been studied quite extensively [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . More recently, interest in the possibility of using constraining the gluon distribution of the proton is well documented and in this context ing some of its most important parameters. For example the utility of this process for collisions provides important tests of perturbative QCD and is very useful for constrain It has been recognized for a long time now that prompt photon production in hadronic mentation of parton-type c into a photon which takes the momentum fraction z of the OCR Output d6·"b""'d(. §, U)/dv, and Dgfz, being the distribution function at scale Mf for the frag the sum correctly running over all 2 -> 2 QCD subprocesses ab --> cd with cross sections (1) fg? : 52E dz EW; d"f¤f("1»M2)fz?($¤»M2) DZ(¤»M}), cab-+cd L O _ _ Z iW pA, pg given by final state parton into a photon and is for a collision of two hadrons A, B with momenta from each other. Another leading order contribution comes from the fragmentation of a particle, which will give rise to hadrons, are more or less back-to-back and thus separated 2 -+ 2 subprocesses qg -> 7q and--> yy for which the photon and the other final state implemented into the calculation. Here the dominant contributions arise from the hard In a leading order (O(cm,)) theoretical study this experimental criterion can be easily R = \/(An)2 + (Ad)?. For small rapidities of the prompt photon we have R M 6. of a circle, centered on the photon, in cms rapidity (7; ) and azimuthal angle (45) space via photon is the isolation cone. Strictly speaking, the cone opening is defined by a radius R parameter c is generally called the energy resolution parameter and the cone around the eE., where E., is the photon's energy and c is a small parameter of order 0.1 [16, 17] . The angle 6 around the photon the sum of the energies of accompanying hadrons is less than Experimentally, a prompt photon is considered as isolated if inside a cone of half-opening 2 Isolated Prompt Photon Production our analytical results.
isolation on the unpolarized prompt photon cross section. The appendices A-C contain accuracy of our results by comparing with Monte Carlo results and study the effects of results for the polarized case. In section 3 we present numerical results. We examine the order. Section 2.3 shows the modifications to be made in order to obtain the corresponding 2.2 we apply our method to the case of the fragmentation contribution in next-to-leading the effects of isolation cuts on the °direct' (non·fragmentation) contributions. In section with isolation. More specifically, in subsection 2.1 we describe our method for calculating rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe our method for dealing order fragmentation piece and the polarized isolated cross section are entirely new. The for the isolated cross section. OCR Output around the photon (Hg. la). As mentioned above, such contributions have to be excluded of the final state partons carrying more energy than 6E, happens to be inside the cone leading order processes qg -> cyq and--> cyg it is now possible kinematically that one tion arise from the various possible 'direct° 2 -+ 3 processes ab -> 7cd. In contrast to the In next-to-leading order (O(o4a3)) important contributions to prompt photon produc strong reduction of the size of the fragmentation contribution.
instead of M f ~ O(pT) for the non-isolated case. The constraint (4) usually leads to a M: N @(6pr)
and the choice of a 6-dependent scale [6] Zmi»,,_:IH&X[l-V+Vl'l/;··, 1 ]:;) which converts zmin into
The effect of isolation on eq. (1) is simply the additional constraint [6] tl :
fl E (pa -pc)2 via Finally, the variable v is connected with the 2 -> 2 subprocess Mandelstam variable high energy colliders such as RHIC [19] .
of the incoming hadrons. These results will probably be important for future polarized
In section 2.3 we shall present the corresponding results for longitudinal polarization alternative.
computer-time consuming, and our approximation method probably offers the only viable
As for this contribution, a Monte Carlo calculation would certainly be too difficult and tion contribution, which have to be included for a consistent calculation, is entirely new.
Moreover, the study of the effects of isolation on the next-to-leading order fragmenta fluctuations inherent to the Monte Carlo calculation which were also observed in ref.
voluted with parton distributions. Secondly, it does not suffer from the large numerical magnitude since it is based on simple analytic expressions which only need to be con that our approximation method has several advantages. Firstly, it is faster by orders of isolation of the direct contribution numerically and thus 'exactly'. Nevertheless we think note that there is a Monte Carlo program by Baer et al. [5] which is able to deal with the subsection 2.2 is devoted to an analysis of the isolated fragmentation contribution. We Subsection 2.1 deals with isolating the 'direct' contributions from ab -> 7cd, whereas imation method for dealing with the isolation of prompt photons in next-to-leading order.
In the following two subsections we will present a simple, yet very accurate, approx rise to additional hadronic energy accompanying the photon which invalidates eq.
around the photon which is of course possible kinematically ( fig. lb) . This parton gives if a non-fragmenting parton from the 2 -> 3 QCD process is also radiated into the cone restricted by 6E., again leads to the cut This cut is, however, in general not sufficient cross section the requirement that the remaining hadronic energy after fragmentation be processes where one of the outgoing partons fragments into a photon. For the isolated to be rather important at small xy. Here there are contributions from all 2 -> 3 QCD into account the fragmentation contribution beyond the leading order which turns out ln a complete and consistent next-to-leading order calculation one also has to take where the '®' denote proper convolutions (integrations), the precise form of which is imOCR Output EWQ] Z _ Ei EE lfgi is, before final state factorization, for small e schematically given by in order to extract the singularities, the pole structure of E,d3o·f]f'f'/d3p, --E.,d30'jf*,b/clap., [21] . Thus, working in dimensional regularization with n = 4 --21* space-time dimensions could become collinear with. For c -> 0 the photon would become completely isolated other for 6 -> 0 because in this limit there is no final state parton in the cone the photon larities in the difference E,d30Q §fl /d3pW = E.,d3a;?f1/d3p,, -E.,d3ajQ*f/dap., must cancel each singularities in E.,d3ajQjb/d3p.,. To be more precise, let us first note that the collinear singu fragmentation functions D;(z, M;), and the same step has to be taken for the final state nal state singularities. In the latter case these singularities were absorbed into the photon next-to-leading order inclusive cross section E,d3aQ? §'/d3pW before factorization of the fi of the photon by an outgoing quark [20] , just as this was the case in the calculation of the this cross section one also encounters mass singularities coming from the collinear emission Before starting the calculation of E.,d3aj §jb/d3p,, let us note that in the calculation of nevertheless very accurate.
to give a simple approximation for the subtraction cross section E,d3aj}*f'/d3pq which is photon fragmentation functions [2, 3, 13] . Furthermore, as we shall soon see, it is possible mass singularities have been factored into the initial state parton distributions and the celled between the virtual (2 --> 2) and the 2 --> 3 next-to-leading order contributions and complete cancellation of all poles has already taken place, i.e. infrared poles have can cross section E.,d30·;]?f'/d3pW is perturbatively well defined in itself in the sense that a position of E.,d3crQf$'/d3pW in eq. (7) has several advantages. First of all, the inclusive which is accompanied by hadronic energy more than 6E, inside the cone. The decom Eqdgajjb/d3p, being the cross section for producing a prompt photon with energy E., vwdBm d3p~ d3P~ ( 7) I Eg_ E [ · féif fgf subtraction piece [6]:
'direct' cross section since the latter can be written as the inclusive cross section minus a theless they present the most convenient starting point for the treatment of the isolated unobserved particles c and d, and thus no longer allow for isolation cuts directly. Never calculations have been performed integrating over the full phase space of the outgoing and eventually lead to an infrared divergence at c = U The reason for this is simple: OCR Output soft gluons being radiated into the cone which give rise to a logarithmic dependence on c when c becomes very small. In this case the subtraction cross section is dominated by are suppressed by powers of 6 and are negligible. The only exception from this occurs E.,d3aj §'f'/d3p., and E,d3aQf'fI/d3p.,. All remaining pieces in the subtraction cross section dependence on the factorization scheme which must be the same in the calculation of According to our previous discussion they are furthermore needed since they contain the terms constant with respect to 6, since these turn out to be of numerical relevance.
singularities arising in the calculation of E`,d3aj#'/d3p,,. We shall also consistently keep E,d30*jQ*;' /d3p, for small 6 is logarithmic in 6 which is a remnant of the final state collinear needed for isolating it, is rather narrow [23] . As we shall see below, the leading behavior of for E,d3a,"];*,b/d3p.,, we shall assume that 6 is small, i.e. that the cone around the photon, the relevant frame for collider experiments. In order to find a semi-analytical expression
We perform our actual calculation of E.,d3aj}'f'/d3p, in the hadronic cms since this is scheme.
our results (i.e. those for E,d3af,?fl/d3p., and for E,,d3aj}'Tb/d3p.,) to another factorization collinear singularities. As was pointed out in ref.
[13], it is straightforward to transform use the same factorization scheme, namely the MS-scheme [22] , for the subtraction of the our previous calculation [13] , that we have to work in dimensional regularization and to in E.,d3aj;b/dgp, in the same manner as in E.,d3a;?fl/d3p.,. This means, in accordance to with each other via eq. It is of course crucial to perform the subtraction of the poles that the pole terms in E,d3a,Q?fl/dgp, and E.,d30j §',b/d3p., are in principle factorized along the same way they were factorized in the calculation of E,,d30,QQ?fl/d3p,, keeping in mind Therefore, in the calculation of E,d30j}'f'/d3p,, we can simply subtract the pole terms in E.,d30; [}fl/d3p, in [13] are of course completely factorized, i.e. do not contain any poles.
production (E.,d3aQQ'f'/d3p.,) as the starting point for our calculation. The results for
As mentioned above, we want to use our previous results [13] for inclusive prompt photon proceed via eq. (8) to factorize the poles appearing in the calculation of E,d30jQ*;'/dap,.
obey a next-to-leading order QCD evolution equation. In practice, we do not have to contribution (1), giving rise to °dressed° photon fragmentation functions D;,Y(z, which
The pole term (8) can thus be factored at some scale M I ~ 6 PT [6] into the fragmentation corresponds to that of eq. (1) when the limit (4), z 2 1/(1+6), is implemented for small c.
function, and p an arbitrary mass scale. It becomes obvious that the structure of eq. (8) material for our present purpose, P,,_,(z) : (1 + (1 -z)2)/z is the quark-to-photon splitting k2 : E2(1, cos Ol, sin Ol cos 02, OCR Output kl : E,(1, 1,0,...,0) , with respect to kl, i.e.
partons and the photon. Furthermore, Ol and 02 are the polar and azimuthal angles of kg with fl = (pl -kl)2, {il = (pz -kl)2, where pl, pg and kl are the momenta of the incoming
where we have defined
6 "2
around the photon reads in the hadronic cms frame [25] the process a(pl)b(p2) -> *y(kl)c(k2)d(k3) with parton c being inside a cone of half-angle
For small 6 (small-cone approximation) the n : 4 -2·r-dimensional phase space for and contribute to C.
above, only the first two subprocesses which involve gluon radiation can give lne terms 
. E.,-=Aln6-{-B-{-C6 lnc , 3 dwzq approximated subtraction cross section:
for the subtraction piece. Thus schematically we have the following structure of our are logarithmically dependent on e in order to improve the accuracy of the approximation e is fixed by the experimental resolution, it is necessary to keep the contributions which not a perturbatively well-defined quantity for a massless particle Although in reality A completely isolated cross section, with no hadronic energy at all in the isolation cone, is
tegration limits in eq. (19) stem from the condition which defines our subtraction cross and the subscript '1' indicates that eq. (19) does not contain the lnc pieces. The in
where (19) ,-4 Z--d 4 ,, ,1142 ,M2 1-*-4*-gpv 1 Trp; §LW+$ UV/VW/U wx1f(xl )x2fb(x2 )Uw( U)$dUdw
is also constant with respect to 6. Explicitly our results read 6pT eliminates 6 from the logarithm in eq. (18) 
T~»ggj··· ~ 2 rf ® f¤(¤¤1»M2)fb(¤¢z»M2) ®<>¢'P~q(Z) d30.s;1b d6.z1b->qd factorized result for E,d3ajQ*,b/d3pq (without the 62111 e pieces) is the following:
quark-to·photon splitting functions in eqs. (14) and (16) . Thus the structure of the final present in eqs. (14) and (16). This is not true, however, for the T-dependent terms in the cancel out as well as all terms proportional to T in d6(. §, y, T)/dy which are equally ab_iqd eq. (15). Taking the difference of eqs. (14) and (16) and expanding in T the pole terms where P.,q(z) is the four-dimensional splitting function to be obtained by setting T = 0 in
MS factorization is carried out by subtracting a term proportional to d6( §,y,T)/dy are the cross sections for the processes ab --> qd in n dimensions.
ab_'qd is the mdimensional splitting function for the quark-to-photon transition, and the I O O C R O u t p u t which derives from the lower limit of the w integration and turns out to be crucial for where, apart from the leading ln c term, we have kept a non-leading term in the logarithm V FEE v, w V c MW,. 9% ~ -A., "'"f("~ U In tim) »limits for the v and the w integration are as in eq. (19) . For small 6 we may write phase space integration, where f (v,w) is a function regular at w = 1. The integration matrix elements have the structure f(v, w)/(1 -w) in the small-cone approximation after energy. Since according to eq. (12) Eg ~ (1 -w) in the collinear limit, we find that the the logarithms of c arise from terms ~ 1/Eg in the matrix elements, where Eg is the gluon which shows that the ln c pieces are suppressed by 62 [28] for small 6. As was noted in [6] o E 4102 010101 Z (23) jd/" /s 0 0 the direct reactions ab --> cycd. Inserting Evd3ajQ*Tb/d3p,|_ + E.Yd3aj §'f'/d3p.,|q together with for the subtraction cross section and completes our calculation of the isolation effects in E.,d30jf*f' /d3p~|1 and E.,d3aj?f'/d3p.,|_ from eqs. (19) and (25) gives the final expression the photon at various possible legs in the process qej ->·yg(g) (qg ->·yq(g)). Adding up for qrj (qg) scattering stems from the fact that the gluon can be radiated collinear to xl and 2:2 are defined as in eq. (2), setting z : 1 there. The color structure of défb/dv which are essentially the Born cross sections for prompt photon production. Furthermore, the ln 6 pieces are of minor importance for the subtraction cross section over a wide range turns out in the numerical evaluation (i.e. by comparing with Monte Carlo results) that were able to consistently keep all constant pieces) than it is with respect to 6. However, it therefore anticipate that our approximation is probably better with respect to 6 (where we cone, i.e. from terms in the matrix elements which do not behave like 1/(1 -w). We contributions (with respect to 6) since these can also arise from quarks being inside the approximation. Nevertheless, we do not try to consistently keep the other non-leading presence of the lower w integration limit in the logarithm in eq. (24) is needed for a good This can be both soft (w -> 1) and hard (w small) gluons, which explains that the gluons being inside the cone around the photon with energy larger than 6E., (see eq.
the subtraction cross section: In principle we want to subtract all contributions from a good accuracy if 6 is not very small. The reason for this is that we are dealing with 13 I E ----2 1 1 -11 + vw 3 1 ( ) O C R O u t p u t (1 -w) Y this approximation we have according to eq. (12) which essentially means that particle '2' is almost collinear with particle '1° in fig. 2 . In (see fig. 2 ). We shall again evaluate E.,d30·}'j2g/d3p., in the small-cone approximation E}$;"g and E2 being the energies of the fragmentation remnant and the additional parton but + E2 2 eE., ,
Q 6E, (equivalent to eq.
cone, satisfying the conditions traction cross section which is the cross section for an additional particle being inside the the (insufficient) z-cut (4) implemented, and E.,d30j';Qg/d3p., is the fragmentation sub (1+E) where E.,d30;?:J/d3p7 is the next-to-leading order fragmentation cross section with We therefore set up our calculation of the isolated next-to-leading order fragmentation remnants plus the energy of the additional non-fragmenting particle be smaller than eE.,.
this happens we have to make sure that the sum of the energies of the fragmentation radiated into the cone (fig. lb) since this gives rise to additional hadronic energy. If section 2, the cut (4) is in general no longer sufficient if a non-fragmenting parton is also energy after fragmentation is restricted by eE.,. As we pointed out in the beginning of duced a cut on the fragmentation variable z which expresses that the remaining hadronic it is very convenient to start by introducing a subtraction piece. In eq. (4) we have intro mentation. The procedure is quite similar to that outlined in the last subsection. Again
In this section we want to extend our method to the case of next-to-leading order frag contribution 2.2 Isolation cuts on the next-to-leading order fragmentation compact analytical form in ref.
[13].
subprocess cross sections d6"b/dvdw for the inclusive cross section were published in a into eq. (7) yields the direct piece of the isolated prompt photon cross section. The 1 3 O C R O u t p u t (37) c [ln 6(.A+.A'ln e)+B +C62lne is for small e and 6 given by pressed proportional to c. In comparison to eq. (9), the basic structure of E,d30}';;g/d3p., the constraint z 2 1/ (1 + e). For small 6 the fragmentation contribution is therefore sup
E,d3a}j'gg/d3p,, as well as E,d3cr;?:;/d3p., and E.,d30·}';;g/d3p, vanish for c --+ 0 due to state what kind of terms are expected in the final result. The first thing to note is that d&j,'b"'°/dvdw for the subtraction piece in the small-cone approximation. Let us first as E.,d30QQ?fl/d3p., in eq. (7) is. We shall now calculate the subprocess cross sections are of course factorized and thus free of singularities and perturbatively well-defined just have been calculated by Aversa et al. [29] and are available in a FORTRAN code. They and E.,d3a} §f2g/d3p.,:
We are now in the position to write down the general expressions for E.,d30;?:;/d3pW (33) 1 < -..i; z( +€)'1-v+vw Eq. (30) then turns into
Tm Efmg =(1· Z)E1 = +E1 -Z takes place (see fig. 2 ). Furthermore, we have whcrc E1 = E,/ z is the energy of the fragmenting parton before the fragmentation process B) can again only stem from the ·r-terms in the n-dimensional splitting functions. Since ture as the 1/ T pole terms did. In the lVI·8-scheme the non-logarithmic pieces (coefficient A, A') are remnants of the factorized collinear singularities and thus have the same struc times 2 --+ 2 QCD cross sections. As before, the ln6 pieces (corresponding to coefficients obtain the final result. One has to collect all suitable combinations of splitting functions structure of eq. (22) emerging from these equations, it is now rather straightforward to for the direct piece in the last subsection. Taking a look at eqs. (14)- (18) and the simple calculate our fragmentation subtraction cross section also in the MS-scheme just as we did corresponding FORTRAN code there is an option to choose the MS-scheme. We therefore have to make sure that we use the same factorization scheme as that in ref. [29] . In the (for which we take the results of Aversa et al. [29] ) are also already factored out. We only of E,d30·} §'jg/d3p., = E.,d30;?;;/d3p, -E,d30}'jZg/d3p., is schematically given by
Before the factorization of final state mass singularities has taken place, the pole structure factorization. The justification for this is similar to the discussion accompanying eq. (8):
In this way one encounters final state collinear (1 / T) singularities which are removed by out in the last subsection and integrate them over phase space via eqs. (10) and (13).
final state parton) published in [31] , impose on them the collinear kinematics worked elements for the 2 -+ 3 QCD subprocesses (with all possible choices for the observed are quite easy to calculate. The principal way to extract these is to take the matrix production. The remaining contributions corresponding to the coefficients A, A' and B will be completely immaterial for the full final cross section for isolated prompt photon rather hard to calculate) might slightly influence the accuracy of E,d3a}'j;g/d3p,, but numerically rather small. Therefore the neglect of the 66211*16 terms here [3U] (which are view is supported by the fact that the term C62lne in eq. (9) also turns out to be A, A' and B and neglect the contribution from C which should be less important. This contribution in eq. (37) . We shall restrict ourselves to the extraction of the coefficients with new coefficients A, A', B and C. We have anticipated the presence of an eln6 Inc the initial state is polarized. The same is true for the functions 'P.,q(z) in eq. (18) (19) , (22), (25), (26), (28), (34) and (35) The first thing we want to study is the accuracy of our approximation method for order. We reserve the actual comparison with data for a future publication [34] .
of the isolation effects for the direct and the fragmentation contribution in next-to-leading tion [16, 17] . Rather, we want to test the accuracy of our method and show the general size quantitative comparisons with existing collider data on isolated prompt photon produc larized isolated prompt photon production. It is not the purpose of this study to make
We shall now present some numerical results for our approximation method for unpo 3 Numerical results one day be calculated.
other ingredient of E7d3Aa}j°,fg/d3p,, namely E,d3Aa;;:g/d3p., (cf. eq. (29)), can
these results do not depend on the treatment of 75. They will become relevant when the cross sections dA6 §b"'°/dvdw (to be used in the polarized version of eq. (35)). Again, by using the results of appendix C to obtain the polarized subtraction piece subprocess 2 -+ 3 QCD subprocesses are not known up to now [33] . Nevertheless, it is straightforward calculated for the polarized case. The reason is that the cross sections for all the polarized Unfortunately, the next-to-leading order fragmentation contribution can not yet be 'P.,q(z) in eq. (18) does not, since it is unpolarized.
us note that our results do not depend on the 75 scheme chosen because the function cross section. We present the dA6"b"'°'l(. §, y)/dy (which we now need) in appendix C. Let enables us to perform isolation cuts also on the direct piece of the polarized prompt photon dimensions. Making the modifications (44) and (45) in eqs. (19), (22) and (25)- (27) now the (consistent) HVBM-scheme [32] was used to deal with 75 and 6,,,,,,., in n = 4 -2T recently calculated in refs. [12, 13] in the W.-scheme. In the latter calculation [13] prompt photon production needed in the polarized versions of eqs. (7) and (28) at very large 6 which of course is expected. Nevertheless, even for 6 = 0.7 and 6 = 0.2 it a,b the approximation for E.,d3a, § §*f'/d3p, tends to break down at large 6 and, in particular, our approximation for E.,d30Q § §'/d3p, is generally far better than 10%. According to figs. 5 section is only a subdominant part of the full isolated cross section (see below). Therefore over a wide range of values for 6 and 6. lt should be emphasized that the subtraction cross approximation for the subtraction cross section E,d3aj}Qb/d3p, is much better than 10% py = 50 GeV, at zero rapidity, rg = 0. One can easily see that the accuracy of our as a function of 6 and 6 for two values of the transverse momentum, pT = 20 GeV and w arr P~r)MC otherwise stated. In figs. 5 a,b we show the relative deviation and (initial state) factorization scales and M f == 6pT for the fragmentation scale unless a typical value for recent pj} colliders. We choose p = M = py for the renormalization contributions from b quarks. We study the case of pp collisions at x/E = 1 TeV which is in ref. [36] . We perform our calculations by setting N f = 5, neglecting, however, the AQCD values and threshold conventions determined along with the structure functions (;r being the renormalization scale) using the two loop expression for it and taking the HERA data for F; [37, 38] . For consistency we calculate the strong coupling a,(]u2)
next-to-leading order [36] We have assumed a very small cone around the photon with opening 6c < 6 which is
The actual Monte Carlo calculation is performed following the lines outlined in ref.
have used our own results [13] for the unintegrated 2 -> 3 matrix elements for ab ->·ycd.
code which calculates the subtraction piece E.,d3aj §f'/d3p,, in eq. For this program we results for the direct piece. From now on we shall solely use our approximations for the by a Monte Carlo program since this is a rather hard task and needless in view of our not attempt to check the accuracy of our approximation for this contribution numerically proximation also works for the next-to-leading order fragmentation contribution. We do
The success of our approximation method for the direct piece implies that our ap 6 : 0.6.
by our results. At rapidity 1] = 1 our approximation starts to break down already at small in order to make 6 coshr] still small. We have found this criterion to be confirmed small-cone approximation to be a good approximation. Thus at large 7;, 6 must be very jet study of ref.
[40], 6cosh n, not 6, is the relevant quantity that must be small for the Let us note that our approximation breaks down at large rapidities. According to the thus to increase the cross section.
a negative contribution. The effect of subtracting E,d3ajQ*,b/d3p, from E.,d30QQ'f'/d3p., is E.,d3ajQ*,b/dsp., is negative. This feature stems from the logarithm in eq. (18) which gives at small pT, exactly where our approximation is most accurate. From fig. 6 one infers that which is certainly completely negligible. Note, however, that E.,d30j}',b/d3p., is important E,d30·jQ*;'/d3p., at this PT thus leads to an overall error in E.,d30},f',?1/d3p, of about 0.5% less than 5% already at pT M 50 GeV. An error of roughly 10% in our approximation for line). As can be seen, both results are again very similar. The ratio Rd,. has decreased to method for E,d3aj}',b/d3p., (solid line) and also using our Monte Carlo program (dashed vs. py for fixed 6 : 0.4 and c = 0.1. We have calculated Rdi, using our approximation
arge pT. This is shown in fig. 6 where we have plotted the ratio drawback since the subtraction piece becomes rather small and eventually negligible at At larger pT the approximation seems to become slightly worse. This is, however, no of M I-values.
using again 6 = 0.4 and 6 : 0.1. The result is obviously a straight line over a wide range next-to-leading order as a function of M f for two fixed values of PT and fixed p = M = pT, ated cross section for prompt photon production (i.e. E,d3aQf$1/dap., + E,d30'}f°Jg/d3p.,) in a very weak dependence on M f. This can be seen in fig. 11 where we show the full isol cross section) if it were possible to set 6 = 0 there. For 6 gé 0 but small we thus anticipate scale would drop out completely from E,d3a,Q §$'/d3p., (which dominates the full isolated ation scale M f. As we discussed in subsection 2.1, the dependence on the fragmentation
Finally we briefly study the dependence of our results on the choice for the fragment behavior found in [6] which once more demonstrates the correctness of our results.
at fixed 6 = 0.4 (for fig. 9 ) or fixed 6 = 0.1 (for fig. 10 ). We can reproduce the rather flat Baer et al. [5] was used. We use three different values for py, pT : 20, 50 and 100 GeV on the parameters 6 and 6, which was also calculated in ref.
[6] where the program of ln figs. 9 and 10 we show our results for the dependence of E,d3aQ §' §l /d3p.,+E.,d3oj.',°,[g/d3p., isolated prompt photon production is substantial at small PT but not dominant.
the isolated next-to-leading order fragmentation contribution on the full cross section for as a function of PT for the above values for 6 and 6. Fig. 8 fig. 8 shows the ratio by the constraint (4) and much smaller than it would be without any isolation cut. To noted that the full isolated fragmentation cross section E,d3a}i'fg/d3p, is strongly reduced more important relative to the cross section it is subtracted from. It should, however, be one also infers that Rfmg > Rdir, i.e. in the case of fragmentation the subtraction piece is subtraction piece is again negative, thus enhancing the cross section. From figs. 6 and 7
piece is again small at large PT but important at small pT. As for the direct case, the versus pgp for 6 = 0.4 and 6 == 0.1. It becomes obvious that the influence of the subtraction _ _2 _ "°" ` E~d3¤3¢°Jg/d3p~ E.d3¤;$:;"r'/ep. -Eidwzzg/d3p~( 48, E~d3¤}'¢Zg/d3PẼ~d3¤}`$Z,,/ 631% eq. (29)) (1+€) calculation of E,d3a;;;;/d3p., we use the program of [29] . Fig. 7 shows the ratio (cf`.
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of the next-to-leading order fragmentation functions of ref. [41] . This work has been explanations. We thank A. Vogt for his help with the FORTRAN code for the evolution FORTRAN code for next-to-leading order inclusive hadron production, and for helpful the manuscript. We are furthermore thankful to J .Ph. Guillet for providing us with the and for many helpful discussions. We are also thankful to E. Reya for carefully reading
We are grateful to M. Gluck and E. Reya for stimulating our interest in this problem and using the functions 'P,, : q,g) defined in eq. (40), we have [27] : E7? 1 -v + vw Gs v N Z the common factor processes in the same way as it was done in the FORTRAN code of ref. [29] . Defining the various processes ab -> cX, where parton c fragments into the photon. We order the In this appendix we present the cross sections d&g"'*°/dvdw (to be used in eq. (35) ;($»y) {E (pa -pc)2 = --$(1 --y) and {L E (pb -pC)2 : -. §y we have:
analytical results for the fragmentation subtraction cross section in appendix B. Using for the processes ab -> cd (see for example [42] ), to be used in eq. (22) read [42] :
cross sections dA& §b/dvdw and dA& §b"'°/dvdw. The cross sections dA&"b"'°d( §,y)/dy the relevant equations (22) and (51) to obtain the polarized subtraction piece subprocess section 2.3 we then only have to replace the d6"b"°d(. §,y)/dy by the dA6"b"'°d(.€, y)/dy in cross sections d6"b"'°d(. §,y)/dy presented in appendix A. According to the discussion in this purpose we only need to know the polarized counterparts dA6"b"'°d(. §,y) / dy of the In this appendix we finally collect our results for the case of longitudinal polarization. For Appendix C: Results for the polarized case Figure Captions 
